Lecco THE COMPLETE GRASS FOOD
—is used by the leading golf clubs. Eliminates the compost pile and cuts down maintenance costs.

Cocooos Creeping Bent Seed
—the greatest advertisement any golf course could have. Guaranteed to stand up under heavy play, sub-zero weather and survives heat and drought.

Washington Creeping Bent Stolons and Sod at Reduced Prices
Booklets and Information on request.
LYMAN CARRIER, Granger, Ind.

and as an ingredient for hors d'oeuvres. Many clubs are now serving that rapidly growing, popular, pick-me-up beverage, tomato juice, at their fountains or as an important part of their breakfasts.

These products cover only such items among the staples as are referred to as “canned goods,” but they make up a very important and large part of the club diet, for they are in constant demand and if carefully selected lend themselves to satisfactory dining-room profits and a pleased clientele. The margin between fancy and mediocre grades in canned foods is narrow on a per portion basis, thus eliminating any contention in favor of cheaper grades.

Nationally advertised canned foods, such as are found in most of the best country club and hotel store rooms, are of the fancy grade and their use avoids possibility of complaint concerning the quality of the food served, especially when prepared by chefs of better than mediocre experience.

GOLF DOM wants photographs of attractive clubhouse interiors. Such pictures, reproduced in these pages, are always interesting to other club officials. Send us views of your clubhouse.

SHOP HANGER TELLS SCHAVOLITE MERIT

Long Island City, N. Y.—A large, attractive display hanger for the pro shop is being sent to pro dealers by the Schavolite Golf Corp. The hanger gives an interesting, illustrated selling talk on the Schavolite-General Electric “wood” clubs and has retail prices prominently displayed.

It carries more reading matter than most pro shop display material but the dope set forth is something to help the pro sell.

GOLF DOM

Most economical and efficient for putting greens either in top dressing mixtures or incorporated into soil. Write us for literature and practical suggestions.

HYPER-HUMUS COMPANY
51 Park Place
Newton, New Jersey

CLUBHOUSE PHOTOGRAPHS

R. H. Coif Wheel Spuds
The R. H. wheel spuds save time installing and removing, they are made in many sizes for any type tractor or purpose. Low price and quality have been welcomed by Golf Clubs, in use on more than one-half the clubs in U.S. and Canada. Sample spud and circular on request; advise make of tractor and purpose used for.

R. S. HORNER
GENEVA, O.
Manufacturer of Wheel Spuds, Golf Tractor, Golf Wheels for Fordson and Trucks.